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Global Learning… Association of American Colleges and Universities

“Critical Analysis of and an engagement with complex, interdependent global systems.”

**Students Should:**

1. Become Informed, open-minded, and responsible
2. Seek to understand how their actions affect the local and global
3. Address the world’s most pressing and enduring issues together
### Our Proposal...International Travel to Porto Alegre

**Partners of America, 1964**

- ‘People to People’ Kennedy Alliance for Legislative Fellows in the Western Hemisphere
- Indianapolis Chapter – High School Youth Ambassadors / US Department of State-Funded Exchange Program

**Dr. Ana Paula Motta Costa**

- Skype: “we want to study the lives of women”
- Her work: focuses on child labor in Brazil, and its implications especially on girls/young women
Women’s Rights and Women’s Empowerment in the Western Hemisphere

- Women’s Leadership
- Economic Empowerment
- Violence Against Women
ARRIVED! BRAZIL
DAY 1 - GRAMADO
DAY 2 – PORTO ALEGRE
DAY 3 – ESCOLA ESTADUAL CONEGA JOSE LEAO HARTMANN & GALERA CURTICAIO
DAY 4 – SANTA CRUZ & GROWING UP RIGHT
DAY 5 – CITY COUNCIL & UNIVERSITY DAY
DAY 6 – THEMIS & UNIRITTER
DAY 7 – DOMESTIC VIOLENCE & THE COURTS
GAUCHO!
Obrigada!